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ABSTRACT 
The gene duplication model has been used to explain the incongruence between a gene 
phylogeny and a species phylogeny. This well studied model is extended in the thesis work by 
focusing on multifurcated gene phylogenies and relaxing the embedding (mapping) condition. 
The resulting extended model provides a better reconciliation when input data is not able to 
clarify the ambiguity (soft multifurcations). With a formal framework and theoretical analyses , 
optimal solutions are provided under parsimony assumption. The result can be further utilized 
in a heuristic search to find an optimal species phylogeny from a set of given gene phylogenies. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Background and Motivation 
The gene duplication model provides a computational approach to resolve the biological 
incompatibility between a gene tree and a species tree caused by gene duplication events [19]. 
Generally both a gene tree and a species tree represent the evolution history of their taxa. In 
a species tree the taxa are species, and in a gene tree the taxa are gene sequences from a gene 
family. Logically, one expects a gene tree to describe the same evolution history as its species 
tree, which has the taxa where the gene sequences were sampled. However , undiscovered 
gene duplications can result in a conflicting history between a gene tree and its species tree. 
Figure 1.1 illustrates a typical example showing how a gene tree can be different from a species 
tree because of gene duplications. 
The concept of a gene duplication model was first introduced by Goodman et al. using a so-
called reconciled tree to explain such incompatible evolution histories [10]. The model assumes 
that only gene duplications are causing the incongruence between gene trees and species trees . 
In addition to reconciling gene trees and species trees, one can further utilize the model to 
reconstruct species trees from gene trees only [11]. This makes the gene duplication model a 
potential candidate to support biologists in t heir efforts to construct the tree of life [5] . 
Besides gene duplications, there are other biological mechanisms to explain the incompat-
ibility between a gene tree and a species tree , such as: deep coalescence (lineag e sorting) [24], 
horizontal gene transfer [15], and gene convergence/recombination [13] (which may result in a 
phylogenetic network instead of a tree). A comparison of these different models (except gene 
recombination) can be found in Figure 1.2 . This work focuses on gene duplications only and 
assumes they are the only events along with speciations. 
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a c B c 
Figure 1.1 Let (2) be a species t ree of species A, B , and C, and respec-
t ive gene sequences, a, b, and c are used to construct a gene 
phylogeny (1). Assuming both trees are correct, (1) and (2) are 
incompatible with each other. Tree (3) reconciles (1) and (2) 
by following (2) and duplicating the gene of species X, where 
t he gene duplication event happens. The gene of X duplicates 
into two copies, which we mark with + and -, and this event 
does not show up in eit her tree. Consequently all descendants 
of X should have both a +-copy and a - -copy of every gene 
inherited, but the gene t ree (1) only picks up a+, b- , and c+ 
sequences. 
Unfortunately, available algorithms that are based on the gene duplication model do not 
allow reconciling gene trees with soft multifurcations. A phylogenet ic tree with soft multifurca-
tions represents uncertain bifurcations1 . Soft mult ifurcations are frequent [23, 26]. The basic 
assumption is that true polytomies in gene trees are rare, and gene duplication events of soft 
multifurcat ions are overestimated if they are treated as hard multifurcations as displayed in 
Figure 1.3. 
This thesis extends the gene duplication model to reconcile gene trees with soft multifur-
cat ions. Furthermore two polynomial-t ime algorithms are introduced that reconcile gene trees 
and species trees with soft mult ifurcations under different minimization objectives. 
1In the cases that t he rnult ifurcat ions are actual evolut ion events, we ca ll t hem hard multifurcations. 
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a b c 
Figure 1.2 This example is reconstructed from Slowinski [23]. The same 
incongruent scenario of a gene tree and a species tree as in Fig-
ure 1.1 is explained under different models. (1) is the gene du-
plication model. (2) is an example of lineage sorting where gene 
sequences b and c diverge earlier then the speciation event of A 
and B. In (3), the horizontal gene transfer model proposed that 
the gene a in the species A is transfered from another species 
B after the speciation event between B and C. Dot lines rep-
resent the gene sequences not observed. These sequences may 
still exist in the organism undiscovered or simply disappeared 
from the genome. 
Previous Work 
The following is a list of previous works describing gene duplication models in reconstructing 
phylogenies. During the past decade, the research interests regarding gene duplication problems 
has been shifting from simply explaining the incongruence between gene and species phylogenies 
to reconstructing species phylogeny out of gene phylogenies. 
• In 1979, Goodman et al. brought up the idea of mapping gene phylogeny into species 
phylogeny, and using the gene duplication concept to explain the conflict in between [10]. 
• Later in 1994, Page formalized the problem with a specific algorithm to solve it. As 
part of his conclusion, a gene duplicat ion criterion (i.e. , how to determine that a gene 
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(1) (2) 
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a b c 
Figure 1.3 Example of how a reconciled tree with soft multifurcations can 
avoid exaggerated duplications and losses. The duplications 
plus losses in R1 is 1 + 5 while the same measure is 0 in R 2 . 
duplication event happens efficiently) is also proposed to obtain an optimal result [20]. 
• From a mathematical perspective, the gene duplication model was studied extensively by 
Mirkin et al. in 1995 [18], Eulenstein and Vingron in 1996 [8], and Zhang in 1997 [28] . 
Better, more efficient , algorithms were also derived by Eulenstein in 1996 [6] and Zhang 
in 1997 [28]. Eulenstein's algorithm further supports gene trees with hard multifurcation. 
In 2001, Zmasek and Eddy provided a simple algorithm with a trade-off in efficiency 
under worst case analysis [29]. 
• Back in 1996, Guig6 et al. designed the concept of using gene duplication models to 
assemble different gene phylogenies into one species phylogeny [ll]. The approach was 
based on the heuristic search method described by Waterman and Smith in 1987 [27]. 
• The computational complexity of problems involving multiple gene phylogenies has been 
examined. Fellows et al. and Ma et al. independently showed that variations of gene 
duplication problems are NP-hard if one wants to infer an optimal species phylogeny 
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with gene phylogenies directly [9, 17]2 . 
• Due to the complex nature of the problems, different approaches have been proposed 
to apply the gene duplication model for practical results. It was shown that NP-hard 
gene duplication problems were fixed-parameter tractable [9, 25, 14]. Chen et al. used 
a greedy approach based on the heuristic search designed by Waterman et al. to tackle 
the problem [3, 27]. 
Contribution and Overview 
This work introduces polynomial-time algorithms to reconcile gene trees and species with 
soft multifurcation. The correctness of the algorithms are justified by formal analyses and 
concrete mathematical proofs. Solutions are presented in a dynamic programming paradigm. 
Starting in Chapter 2, a formal framework of the gene duplication model is provided as a 
foundation for the solutions. Helpful characteristics of a reconciled tree are identified in Chapter 
3. Particularly, the least common ancestor mapping, between ancestral genes to ancestral 
species, is justified . A normal form of reconciled trees is also introduced as the solution. Then, 
the normal form is broken down into subproblems in Chapter 4, based on its own crucial 
properties. The subproblems are essentially a simplified version of the original problem with 
a smaller input gene tree. Lastly, a recursive approach helps to construct reconciled trees in 
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. Algorithms for the solutions can later, with reasonable effort, be 
transformed into practical implementations. 
2 As shown by Ma [17], even with only one gene phy logeny, to find an optima l species phylogeny is a lready 
polynomia l-t ime intract a ble . 
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2 NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
This chapter describes fundamental notations used to define the problem formally. The 
framework follows the principles of the gene duplication problem formalized by Page [20] , and 
includes extensions to cope with the concept of soft multifurcation. Some of their important 
properties, to be used in the later theorems, are also investigated. 
Basic Notations 
The following notations are adopted from Cormen et al. [4], Semple et al. [22] , and Bryant 
[2]. Additional definitions of graphs and trees can be found in appendix A. 
V(G) 
E(G) 
Root(T) 
le(T) 
In(T) 
u '5:. r v 
u <r v 
Tv 
Oq:JtJvr ( v) 
Par (v) 
Oir (v ) 
Par (v ) 
Pa~ (v) 
QiT(v) 
The vertex (node) set of a tree G. 
The edge set of a tree G. 
The root node of a tree T. 
The leaf set of a tree T. 
The set of internal nodes of a tree T . 
There is a path from u to v in tree T , where u , v E V(T ). 
There exists a path from u to v in tree T where u , v E V(T) and u #- v. 
The complete subtree T rooted at a node v E V(T). 
T he depth of a node v in a tree T. 
The parent of a node v in a tree T . 
T he set of children of a node v in a t ree T. 
The set of all ancestors of a node v in a t ree T. 
The set Par ( v) - { v} . 
The set of all descendants of a node v in a tree T. 
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Oij(v) The set 01.T(v) - {v}. 
In the following discussion, let T , T' , G and S be trees. Specifically, G is a gene tree, and S 
is a species tree. For better readability, when there is no ambiguity, subscripts of notations in 
future discussions will be omitted. However, while defining a notation, all necessary subscripts 
will be presented clearly. 
Definition 2.1 (leaf association). A function A : le(G) ___, V (S) is a leaf association from 
G to S. 
In the following discussion, we assume that the function A is a leaf association from G to 
s. 
Definition 2.2 (LCA). The least common ancestor or LCA of a non-empty subset X of 
V(T), denoted by LG\r(X) , is a node u E n Pa*(v) such that for any other u' E n Pa*(v) , 
vEX vE X 
[)q:Jth( u') ~ [)q:Jth( u) . 
Note that in a tree T , t he LCA of a non-empty subset of V(T) always exists and is unique. 
Hence LG\r is essentially a function that maps from p (V(T )) - 0 to V(T). 
Definition 2.3 (LCA mapping). The LCA mapping function from G to S with a leaf 
association A is a function LG\A : V( G) ___, V(S) such that 
{
A(u) , 
LG\A(u) = 
LG\s(X) , 
if u E le(G); 
where X = LG\A(Chc(u)) and u E In(G) . 
To compute the LCA mapping, reference is made to t he algorithms designed by Zhang [28], 
Eulenstein [6], Bender [1], or Eddy and Zmasek [29]. Gusfield [12] discussed t he LCA query 
algorithm presented by Harel and Tarjan [16] or Schieber and Vishkin [21], which provides t he 
LCA mapping in a gene duplication problem analysis by Zhang. 
Definition 2.4 (subtrees). A t ree T ' is called a subtree of Tifany pair of nodes {u,v} in 
V(T') , then it holds that LG\r ({u, v}) = LCJ\r,({u, v}). 
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In the above definition, if T' is a subtree of T , it implies that V(T') ~ V(T) , and all 
ancestor-descendant relations in V(T') can be found in V(T). However, the similar result does 
not apply to edge sets, i.e., E(T' ) is not necessarily a subset of E(T). An intuitive way to 
obtain a subtree is first to remove unwanted leaf nodes and their adjacent edges repeatedly, 
then remove internal nodes with only a single child, and finally add an edge to replace the two 
edges removed along the removed internal node. 
Essentially, a node u in V(T) is missing in V(T') because there are less than two children 
of u in V(T'). Also note that by definition, the complete subtree Tv is a subtree of T, for any 
v E V(T). 
Definition 2.5 (restriction). Let X be a non-empty subset of V(T) such that for any x, 
y E X, x I- y. A tree T' is the restriction of T to X , denoted by T' = 11x, if T' is a subtree 
of T and Le(T') = maxr(X). 
Generally, a restriction of a tree is defined as a subset of its leaf set. Note that by the 
definition of subtrees, Ra:Jt (TJx) = LCA (X) . 
Definition 2.6 (refinement). A tree Tis called a refinement of T', denoted by T' ::; T, if 
Le(T') = Le(T) and u :Sr' v ¢:? u :Sr v for any u, v E V(T'). 
Note that if Tis a refinement of T', then V(T') ~ V(T). If Tis a binary tree, t hen there 
is no other refinement of T except itself; conversely, any tree T is a refinement of a star-tree 
T' where Ra:Jt(T) = Ra:Jt (T') and Le(T) = Le(T'). 
Duplication 
One important aspect of the gene duplication model, as its name suggests, is duplicating 
genes . Since genes are hosted in species, such duplication events can be considered to happen 
at some point during species evolution history. In t his section a simple relat ion is defined to 
express what a resulting gene phylogeny should be if some gene duplication event s happen. 
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Definition 2.7 (duplication tree). A tree D is called a duplication tree of S if there is a 
surjective (onto) function Dup : V ( D) ---+ V ( S) , called a duplication function, satisfying the 
following properties: 
• Dup(le(D)) = le(S). 
• If u E In(D) , then exactly one of these two cases holds for u: 
1. Dup(Gtv(u)) = {Dup(u)}, where u is called a duplication node (or d-node) and 
v E Gtv( u) a copy of u; or 
2. Dup(Gtv(u)) = ilis(Dup (u)), where u is called a speciation node (ors-node) . 
Embedding 
Since the gene duplication model also involves fitting a gene phylogeny into a species 
phylogeny, the concept of fitting, or embedding as it is called here, needs to be formalized. 
Definition 2.8 (embedding tree) . A tree Eis called an embedding tree of G if there is a 
function Emb : V ( G) ---+ V ( E) , called an embedding function, satisfying at least one of the 
following properties: 
1. Emb is an isomorphism from G to E' , where E' is the restriction of E to Emb (V(G)). In 
this case, Emb is called a strict embedding. 
2. Emb is an isomorphism from G to E', where the restriction of E to Emb (V ( G) ) is a 
refinement of E' . In this case, Emb is called a relaxed em bedding. 
In the above definition, although Emb is bijective (one-to-one correspondence) from G to 
E' , it is only guaranteed to be injective (one-to-one) from G to E in both strict or relaxed 
embedding. 
For a given pair of trees G and E such that E is an embedding tree of G, t he set of all valid 
strict embedding functions from G to E is always a subset of all relaxed embedding functions 
from G to E . As mentioned in the definition of a refinement tree, G has to be multifurcated 
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in order to have a refinement tree that is different from itself. Hence it is only possible to have 
a relaxed embedding function from G to E if G is multifurcated. 
Similar to categorizing the nodes of a duplication tree, nodes of an embedding tree are also 
categorized. These properties will be referred to in later discussions. 
Definition 2.9 (categorize embedded nodes). Let Ebe an embedding tree of Gunder an 
embedding function &nb. For a node v in V(E) , it is labeled according to the following rules. 
• If v is in &nb(V(G)) , then vis embedded, otherwise, v is un-embedded. 
• A node v is embedding free if any u E V(Ev) is un-embedded. 
Reconciled Trees 
As defined by Page [20], the reconciliation between a gene phylogeny and a species phy-
logeny must fulfill both duplication and embedding requirements, which were just formally 
defined . Based on the principle of parsimony, which is often called Occam 's Razor, a certain 
criterion is applied in order to single out one representative solution among potentially sat-
isfying ones. These optimization conditions are necessary to define the so-called reconciled 
tree. 
Definition 2.10 (explanation tree). Let G, S t rees with a leaf association A from G to S . 
A t ree R is called an explanation tree from G to S with t he leaf association A under &nb and 
Dup if both of the following hold: 
• The tree R is a duplication tree of S under a duplication function Dup , and R is an 
embedding tree of G under an embedding function &nb. 
• For all node gin le(G) , A(g) = Dup o &nb(g). 
T he collection of all explanation trees from G to S with a leaf association A is denoted by 
ExpA(G, S) . 
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Although an explanation tree provides the means of reconciliation, there is no optimization 
involved. Based on the definition by Page [20], a reconciled tree is optimized by the number 
of nodes in the tree, while in other works by Goodman et al. [10] or Guig6 et al. [11], it is 
implicitly optimized by the cost of duplications and losses. 
The cost of duplications and losses is defined next. 
Definition 2.11 (duplication cost). Let R be an explanation tree from G to S. The 
duplication cost of R, denoted by Cd(R), is defined as l: (Deg(d) - 1), where dis a cl-node in 
R. 
By the concept of soft multifurcation, a cl-node in R is allowed to have at least two copies. 
Hence it is reasonable to weight each cl-node by the number of copies it has. In order to be 
consistent with previous works, the duplication cost of each cl-node is its degree subtracted by 
one. This is because a binary tree with k leaves has (k - 1) internal nodes. 
Definition 2.12 (loss). Let R be an explanation tree from G to S. A node v in V (R) is a 
loss if v is embedding free but Pa( v) is not. 
T he total losses of R , denoted by Ct(R), is defined as I { v E V (R) I v is a loss in R} J. 
Definition 2.13 (duplication and loss). The duplication and loss cost of R is the sum of 
duplication cost and total losses of R, denoted by Cd+t(R) . 
Note that in t he above notations of duplication cost and losses, t he existence of a duplication 
function and an embedding function is implied since R is a explanation t ree. 
Definition 2.14 (smallest reconciled tree). A smallest reconciled tree from G to S with 
a leaf association A is a tree R E ExpA(G, S) such that any t ree R' E Exp A(G, S), IR'l 2: IRI. 
The collection of all smallest reconciled trees from G to S with a leaf association A is denoted 
by Ra:~(G , S). 
Definition 2.15 (simplest reconciled tree). A simplest reconciled tree from G to S with 
a leaf association A is a tree R E Exp A ( G, S) such that for any tree R' E Exp A ( G, S) , it holds 
Ca+t(R') 2: Ca+t(R) . T he set of all simplest reconciled t rees from G to S with a leaf association 
A is denoted by Ra:~ ( G, S) . 
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Without specifying the condition, Ra::A(G, S) denotes t he collection of all reconciled trees 
from G to S with a leaf association A. In other words, Ra::A(G, S) = Ra::\(G, S) U Ra::~(G, S) . 
Problem Definition 
Now the problem to be solved in the later chapters can be defined formally. The problem, 
called the gene duplication problem with soft multifurcation, will be referred to as soft GDP. 
Given: a gene tree G, a species tree S and a leaf association A from G to S. 
Find: a reconciled tree R from G to S with the leaf association A. 
By the definition of reconciled trees, if R E Ra::A( G, S) is under an embedding function 
Emb, then there is no d-nodes in Rv where v E &nb (le( G)) and v can be an internal node in 
R. Generally in practice, it is expected that the leaf set of S is a subset of A(le( G)) since this 
means that all taxa in the species tree is supported by (at least) one gene taxon. Otherwise, 
Sis replaced by SIA(Le(G))· This also implies Root(S) = LCAs(A(le(G)) ). However, for the 
correctness of this analysis, the expected condition and its implication are not necessary. 
Basic Observations 
Before starting to solve the problem, based on the definitions in this chapter , some prop-
erties are derived to help build theorems in later discussions. Most properties mentioned here 
are rather trivial; hence the proofs of correctness are provided in Appendix A. 
Lemma 2.16 (embedding r epresentatives). Let g be an internal node of G . There exist 
two children c1 , c2 of g such that Emb(g ) = LCA({Emb(c1) , Emb(c2)}) . 
Lemma 2.17 (naive explanation tree). There exists an explanation tree from G to S with 
a leaf association A . 
Note that the above lemma implies the existence of a reconciled tree. 
Lemma 2.18 (duplication and embedding path implication). Letu, v be nodes in V(G), 
u" = Dup o Emb(u) and v" = Dup o Emb(v). If u :::; v then u" :::; v". 
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Corollary 2.19 (LCA mapping lowerbound). For any node u in V(G), Dupo Emb(u) ~ 
LCA(u). 
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3 STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES OF RECONCILED TREES 
Both an embedding function and a duplication function need to be found to determine a 
reconciled tree. In this chapter, structural properties of a reconciled tree related to these two 
functions are discussed . Throughout this chapter, let G and S be trees with a leaf association 
A, and R be a reconciled tree from G to S under Emb and Dup , where Emb is an embedding 
function from G to R and Dup is a duplication function from R to S. For convenience, unless 
stated explicitly, if v is a node in V(G) , then v' denotes Emb(v); for any v' E V(R) , v" denotes 
Dup(v') . 
LCA Theorem 
The LCA theorem is the first major theorem about structural properties in a reconciled 
tree. This theorem helps simplify the problem and identify the solution . . 
Definit ion 3.1 (LCA equality). For any g E V(G) , g satisfies the LCA equality if and only 
if g" = lCA(g). 
Lemma 3 .2 (d-node LCA inequality) . For any g E In(G), if g" < lCA(g), then g' is a 
d-node in R . Furthermore, all copies of g' are un-embedded. 
Proof. (by contradiction, g" = LCA(g) if g' is ans-node.) 
Let g E In(G), g' = Emb (g). For the purpose of contradiction, assume g" < LCA(g) and g' 
is ans-node in R. Independently, for all v E 0t+ (g) , it is assumed that v" = lCA(v) . Since for 
any leaf node v E le( G), it is true that v" = LCA( v) by definitions. Consequently t here exists 
a node g that satisfies the latter assumption. 
15 
g' 7\y' b c" . 2 0 lCA 
Figure 3.1 The scenario that g' is ans-node in R, and g" < LCA(g) in S. 
Note that without further assumptions, neither x" :::; LCA(g) 
nor y" :::; LCA(g) can be presumed. 
By Lemma 2.16, there exists two distinct children c1, c2 of g such that g' = LCAR( { c~, c;}). 
Let x' , y' E Ch.(g') such that x' and y' are on the path from g' to c~ and c; respectively. This 
scenario is illustrated in Figure 3.1. 
Since g' is an s-node, x" and y" are children of g" in S, which implies 
" T.CA ({ " "}) g = L' s x 'y 
= LCA.s( { c~, c~} ), 
and contradicts the assumption that g" < LCA(g) . 
Now it is known that g' is a d-node. Let g~ , . .. , g~ be copies of g'. Hence g~' < LCA(g) 
because g" = g? for i E {1 , . .. , k}. Recall that for all v E cn+(g) , v" = LCA(v) and LCA(g) S 
LCA(v). Hence g~' -1- LCA(v) which implies all copies of g' are un-embedded if g" < LCA(g). D 
Observe that in the above proof, R is not necessary a reconciled tree, and the LCA inequality 
may hold in an explanation tree where Ernb (g) is a d-node. It will be shown t hat only the 
equality holds in reconciled trees. 
Theorem 3.3 (LCA equality). For any node g E V(G) , LCA(g) = g". 
Proof. (by contradiction, R is not optimal if g" < LCA(g).) 
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A similar argument in the proof of Lemma 3.2 is followed. Let g E In(G). Assume g" < 
lCA(g) , and v" = lCA(v) for all v E 0t+(g). Note that g' can not be an s-node in R by 
Lemma 3.2. 
Let s = lCA(g) and gi, g~, ... g~ be the copies of g' in R, for some integer k ;::: 2. Since 
g' is a cl-node, g" = g~' for 1 :S i :S k. According to this implication, g" < s , and there exists 
one child x" of g" such that g" < x" :S s. Figure 3.3 illustrates the scenario. Recall that by 
the assumptions, all proper descendants of g map to the descendants of s, under both lCA and 
Dupo Emb. There exists a reconciled tree such that all copies of g' ares-nodes. 
There is a reconciled tree such that gi, ... , g~ are s-nodes: 
Suppose that gj is a cl-node for some j E {1, ... , k}. Then transform R into R' by moving 
all children of gj into children of g' and deleting gj from V(R'). This transformation is 
illustrated in Figure 3.2. The resulting R' is still an embedding tree since gj is un-
embedded. 
R R' 
g' ~; 
Figure 3.2 A transformation of R into R' by moving all Ot(gj) into Ot(g') 
and removing gj . 
As a result, R can not be a smallest reconciled tree since IR'I = IRI - 1. Hence if Risa 
smallest reconciled tree, all copies of a cl-node are s-nodes. 
If R is a simplest reconciled tree, then R' is still a simplest reconciled tree. Note that the 
procedure can be repeated until a simplest reconciled tree is reached where all copies of 
g' are s-nodes. 
By the above claim and the definition of duplication functions , there exists a child x~ of g~ 
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such that Dup(x~) = x" for 1 ~ i ~ k and x" ~ s. Also note that for any v E V(R9;) - V(Rx;), 
v is un-embedded, otherwise x" ~ s can not be true. 
Now R is transformed into an explanation tree R' in the following steps, which are demon-
strated in Figure 3.3. 
Figure 3.3 The supposed reconciled tree R can be transformed into a better 
optimized explanation tree R'. As long as g" < lCA(g), R can 
not be a reconciled t ree . 
Construction: 
The node set V(R') is obtained from V(R) by removing all descendants of g~ except the 
descendants of x~ for 2 ~ i ~ k. Formally, 
z = LJ 0t*(9~) - LJ 0t*(xD 
2S i S k 
V(R') = V(R) - Z. 
The edge set E(R' ) is also obtained from E(R) by adding (g', YD , for all y~ E Ot(gD 
where y~ -I- x~, and (g~, x~) for all 1 ~ i ~ k. For all nodes that are in V(R) but not in 
V(R') , their adj acent edges are removed from E(R') as well. Formally, E(R') is defined 
as: 
Verification: 
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Y = Ot(g~) - {x~} 
E(R') ={(a, b) E E(R) I Va, b E V(R')}u 
{ (g~, xD I Vi E {2, ... , k }}U 
{(g', y) I Vy E Y}-
{(g~, y) I Vy E Y} 
The embedding function &nb' from G to R' is obtained from &nb : 
I {g~ , ifv=g; 
Emb (v) = 
&nb ( v), otherwise. 
The mapping of g is changed from g' to g~. Since all embedded descendants of g' are 
transformed as descendants of g~, &nb' is a valid embedding function if &nb is valid. 
The duplication function Dup' from R' to S is obtained from Dup similar to &nb': 
{
x" 
Dup'(v) = ' 
Dup(v) , 
if v = g~; 
otherwise. 
In R', g' is no longer ad-node, but g~ is ad-node; where x" = Dup'(gD , with the same 
number of copies as g' in R. 
Since &nb' and Dup' are correct embedding and duplication functions, R' is an explanation 
tree based on the same embedding type as R. Next R is contradicted as being optimal. 
IR'I < IRI: 
Recall that k 2: 2 and g is an internal node. There is more than one node in Z, which is 
the set of nodes removed from V(R) in V(R'). Hence IRI - IR'I = IZI > 0. 
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The transformation does not change the duplication cost in R' since gi in R' has the 
same number of copies as g' in R. However, y~, .. . , y~ in Rare losses which are removed 
from R'. Thus Cd+1(R) - Cd+eu1(R') = C1(R) - C1(R') = (k - 1) > 0. 
In conclusion, if R is a reconciled tree from G to S, then for all node g E V(G) , the LCA 
equality holds. D 
As a result, if the equality does not hold, then R is not a reconciled tree. 
Local Reconciled Tree 
An explanation tree does not necessarily satisfy the LCA equality and the trees that satisfy 
it are not necessary reconciled trees. However , an explanation tree that satisfies the LCA 
equality does have additional structures that it shares with a reconciled tree. 
Definition 3.4 (special explanation tree). An explanation tree that satisfies the LCA 
equality is called a special explanation tree. The set of all special explanation trees from G to 
S with leaf association A is denoted by ExpA_(G, S). 
Corollary 3.5 (reconciled tree special). Ra::A(G, S) ~ ExpA_(G, S). 
Proof. The statement follows Theorem 3.3 and Definition 3.4. D 
Definition 3.6 (explanation cut-out tree). Let tree TE ExpA_(G, S) under an embedding 
function Ernb. The cut-out tree of T by a node g E V( G), denoted by T(g), is the complete 
subtree of T rooted at Ernb (g) with all proper descendant of u removed , for all u E Emb ( 01.(g)). 
For simplicity, the embedding function Emb in the notation of a cut-out tree is omitted. 
Although an embedding function is not necessarily unique between G and T, a qualified func-
tion does exist because of T, and it is assumed to be the same embedding function from the 
same explanation tree. 
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~v' 
BLE 
Figure 3.4 In reconciled trees R and R' , each parent-children subtree of G 
corresponds to cut-out trees. Let u E In( G), for all v E Ch.( u), 
Rv' and R~, are exchangeable. It follows that cut-out trees 
based on the same internal node of G are exchangeable and 
optimal. In this figure, M represents an LCA mapping function. 
Theorem 3.7 (reconciled tree locally optimal) . Let TE Exp A.(G,S) . For all g E In(G) 
and all T' E Exp A.(G,S), if IT(g)I:::; IT'(g)I then TE Ra::\(G,S); if Cct+1(T (9) ):::; Cct+1(T'(9l), 
then TE Ra::~(G, S). 
Proof. (by contradiction) 
Let T be a tree in Exp A.(G, S) such that IT(g) I :::; IT'(g)I for all g E In(G) and T' E ExpA.(G, S) . 
Suppose T is not a smallest reconciled tree, then there must exist a reconciled tree R such that 
IRI < IT I. 
From Corollary 3.5, R E ExpA.(G, S). T he cardinalities of R and T can be derived by 
summing corresponding cut-out trees. Hence 
which is a contradiction. 
ITI = L IT(g) l - IGI + 1 
gEV(G) 
:::; L IR(g)l - IGI + 1 = IRI, 
gEV(G) 
Similarly, in the case of a simplest reconciled tree, we can follow the same argument to 
reach a contradiction by replacing R (u) with y(u) if Cct+1(R) < Cct+1(T) but C ct+t(R(u)) > 
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D 
Corollary 3.8 (reconciled subtree optimal). Let R be a reconciled tree from G to S. For 
any g E In(G) , R&nb(g) is a reconciled tree from G9 to SLCA..(g) · 
Proof. The statement follows Theorem 3. 7. D 
The Core Problem 
Based on the statements above, the soft GDP can be solved by finding cut-out trees as a 
local solution and then putting them together as a global solution. The idea of cut-out trees 
and local reconciled trees is represented in Figure 3.4. Hence t he original soft GDP definition 
is refined to reflect such local solut ions under relaxed embedding, and redefined problem is 
referred to as the core problem. 
Given: A star-tree G where C = le( G) , a t ree S and a mapping function M : V( G) ---> V(S ) 
such that M (Rrot(G)) = LCAs(M(C)) . 
Find: A reconciled tree from G to S wit h the leaf association M. 
According to the given condition, the mapping function M is a leaf association from G to 
S as well as an LCA mapping funct ion. 
One particular benefit of reducing t he problem to t he core problem is that t he definition 
of an embedding function can be simplified as well. Since G is a star-tree in the core problem, 
for any dist inct u , v E C, Emb is a relaxed embedding function if Emb(u) i Emb(v), and Emb 
is a strict embedding function if Emb(Rrot(G)) = LCA({Emb(u), Emb(v)}) . 
T he not ation Ra:: M ( C, S) is used to represent t he collection of reconciled trees in the core 
problem, in order to emphasis the leaf set and distinguish from the general soft GDP. 
Duplication Criteria 
Although the original problem has been successfully reduced to the core problem , the 
conditions for having cl-nodes in a reconciled tree have yet to be determined. Since poten.tially 
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S might be a reconciled tree, the following equivalent statements are considered, which follow 
from the definitions of embedding functions. 
• There is nod-node in R. 
• R and S are isomorphic. 
• LCA is an embedding function from G to S. 
Hence, if the function LCA can not satisfy the conditions of an embedding function, there 
has to bead-node in R. Since each cut-out subtree of a reconciled tree is optimal, the cut-out 
environment for embedding can also be applied to simplify the discussion. 
To correspond to a cut-out subtree, an internal node g E In( G) and C = Ch(g) is considered. 
Thus G1c forms a basic unit of tree G with respect to R (g) . As mentioned above, if LCA violates 
the rules of embedding functions, then there are two possible cases: 
1. LCA is not a strict embedding function; 
2. LCA is not a relaxed embedding function. 
From these two cases, the following condit ions are formalized. 
1. There exist u , v E LCA( C) such that LCA(g) -::J LCAs( { u, v}); 
2. There exist u , v E LCA(C) such t hat u ::::; v . 
As mentioned in the core problem, the above Condition 2 is sufficient to indicate a violation 
of the relaxed embedding function. As for the strict embedding, the additional Condition 1 
must be taken into account as well since strict embedding functions are defined as special cases 
of relaxed embedding functions. 
Lemma 3.9 (strict embedding uniqueness). Under strict embedding, Ra:1(G, S) = Ra:2 (G, S ). 
Furthermore, I Ra:(G, S)I = 1. 
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Proof. (direct proof) 
Let g E In(G) and C = Oi(g). Consider the star-tree Gic· The corresponding cut-out tree 
R(g) must be a star-tree (R1 &nb(C)) as well, since Emb is a strict embedding function. 
As a result , only Emb(g) can be ad-node in R(g) if LCA. is not a an embedding function 
or C violates any duplication criterion. Once Emb(g) is ad-node, it has exactly ICI copies in 
order to form an embedding with least cost based on either optimization condition. 
Hence the resulting reconciled tree is unique. D 
The duplication criterion for a gene duplication problem under strict embedding, intro-
duced here, is consistent with the results proposed by Page [20] and proven by Eulenstein [7] 
independently. If G is a binary tree, there is only one relaxed embedding function which is the 
same as the strict embedding function. This implies the uniqueness of the reconciled tree if G 
is binary. 
The following discussions will focus on the cases where G is multifurcated and embedding 
functions are relaxed embedding. 
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4 CORE RECONCILED TREES IN NORMAL FORM 
In the core problem, the input tree G is a star-tree with leaf set C, and R is in Ra:M(C, S) 
under an embedding function &nb and a duplication function Dup. Figures 4.1and4.2 illustrate 
that reconciled trees may not be unique. In this chapter a normal form of reconciled trees is 
introduced and solutions to find reconciled trees in such a normal form are presented later. 
G 
2 3 4 5 6 7 2, 3 4,5 6, 7 
2 4 6 3 5 7 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Figure 4.1 Different reconciled trees by different optimization conditions. 
R1 has 1 duplication and 1 loss, but IR1I = 15. On the other 
hand , R2 has 3 duplications without any losses, and IR2 I = 13. 
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1 2 3 4 1, 2 3, 4 
1 3 2 4 1 2 3 4 
Figure 4.2 Both R1 and R2 are reconciled trees from G to S with the same 
cardinality. However, duplication and loss costs are not the 
same. 
The Normal Form 
Definition 4.1 (reconciled trees in normal form). 1 A reconciled tree R from G to S is 
in normal form if there is nod-node in V(R), or if any d-node din V(R), with copies di, .. . , 
dk, R satisfies the following properties. 
1. The property of normalized duplication: There exists no d-node in V(RdJ for 
2:Si:Sk. 
2. The property of normalized embedding: For any embedded node u in V(RdJ where 
1 :Si< k, there exists a distinct embedded node v in V(Rdj) such that Dup(v) :S Dup (u) 
for i < j :S k. 
Lemma 4.2 (d-node uniqueness). There exists a reconciled tree R such that for alls E 
V ( S) , at most one d-node d in R is mapped to s under Dup. 
Proof. (by contradiction) 
1 Although the definition of the normal form is based on reconciled trees in the core problem , the definition 
can be extended to general reconciled trees by considering cut-out trees. For simplicity, the focus is on the core 
reconciled trees. 
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Suppose u, v E V(R) are distinct cl-nodes such that Dup(u) = Dup(v) , u1, ... , Uk are copies 
of u and v1 , ... , Vr are copies of v as shown in Figure 4.3. Without loss of generality, it is 
assumed that u is not the root of R since there is only one root node. 
R R' 
,' 
Figure 4.3 The explanation tree R' is transformed from R by connecting 
(Pa(u),u1) and (v,ui) for all i E {2, . .. , k} and removing u. 
Next a procedure is described to transform R into an explanation tree R' such that IR'I < 
IRI, which contradicts that R is a smallest reconciled tree. 
Transforming R into R': 
As depicted in Figure 4.3, v is made the parent of u2 , . .. , Uk· Then u is removed by 
making an edge (Pa(u) , u1). 
R' is a duplication tree: 
The duplication function Dup from R to S is a duplication function from R' to S. It 
suffices to verify Dup on v and Pa( ui) (Pa( u) in R) only. 
Since Dup( ui) = Dup( v) for 2 ~ i ~ k, v is a cl-node in R' as is in R; since Pa( u1) in 
R' is the same as Pa(u) in Rand Dup(u1) = Dup(u), Gt(Dup(Pa(u1))) is the same as 
Gt(Dup(Pa(u))). Hence R' is a duplication tree of S. 
R' is an embedding tree: 
Similarly, the embedding function Emb from G to R can be used as a embedding function 
from G to R'. 
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Suppose &nb is not an embedding function from G to R'. There must exist x, y EC such 
that x' = &nb(x) '5:.R' y' = &nb(y). But x' i.R y' since G is a star-tree. It is only possible 
if x' E Pa*(v) . However, this implies R is not a reconciled tree since vis ad-node. 
Contradiction: 
With u removed from V(R'), a contradiction is reached because R' is an explanation tree 
and IR'I < IRI. That is, R can not be a smallest reconciled tree. 
In the case where R is a simplest reconciled tree, after the transformation, R' is a sim-
plest reconciled tree as well. By repeating the transformation procedure whenever possible, 
a simplest reconciled tree is obtained such that there is at most one d-node that maps to 
s, for s E V(S). Since there are only finite nodes mapped to s, the procedure eventually 
terminates. D 
Lemma 4.2 helps to reduce the search space of (smallest) reconciled trees since an expla-
nation tree can not be a smallest reconciled tree if the lemma is violated. For simplicity, the 
search of simplest reconciled trees is also limited to the ones that satisfy the lemma. 
Since a reconciled tree without any d-node is in formal form by definition, it is assumed 
there is a d-node in a reconciled tree to exclude the trivial case in later discussion. 
An operation, called switch, on two nodes x and y in a t ree is informally but clearly defined 
by making Pa(x) the parent of y and vice versa, where there is no path between x and y and 
neither is the root node of the tree. 
Lemma 4.3 (normalized duplication). There exists a reconciled tree that satisfies the nor-
malized duplication property. 
Proof. (by construction) 
Let d be a d-node in a reconciled tree R with copies d1, ... , dk where k 2': 2. Assume v 
is ad-node with copies v1, .. . ,vr in a subtree Rd; where 2 $_ i $_ k and r 2': 2. Because dis 
a d-node, there exist nodes v', u1 = Pa( v') and ui = Pa( v) such that Dup ( v') = Dup ( v) and 
Dup(ui) = Dup(u.i)· The tree R in Figure 4.4 is one such example. The existence of the d-node 
v violates the normalized duplication property. 
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A transformation of R is shown that results in another reconciled tree R' where v does not 
violate the normalized duplication property. 
Since Risa reconciled tree, Pa*(v) n &nb(C) = 0 or it is said they are un-embedded from 
C. Otherwise, v can be replaced by an s-node which implies R is not a reconciled tree. The 
same statement may or may not hold for the nodes on the path from d to u 1, which will be 
discussed in two cases. 
Case I: 
Let x EC be a node such that x' = &nb(x) is on the path from d to u1. The reconciled 
tree R is transformed into another reconciled tree R' in the following steps where v does 
not violate the normalized duplication property. 
Transforming R into R': 
Because R is a duplication tree, there exists a node y' on the path from d to Ui such 
that Dup(x') = Dup (y'). Tree R is transformed into R' by switching x' and y'. The 
transformation is shown in Figure 4.4. 
R R' 
' 
"d ~k 
' ' 
' ' ' Ox' Oy' 
,''~ ',, 
SWITCll 
' I 9Y 
' 
' I ox 
' 
' ' ' fu 
v' 
\v 
/.~ 
!vui 
/.~ fu v' 
Figure 4.4 The explanation R' is transformed from R by switching x' and 
y'. 
R' is a duplication tree: 
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The duplication function Dup from R to S is a duplication function from R' to S because 
Dup(x') = Dup(y') . 
R' is an embedding tree: 
The embedding function Emb from G to R is an embedding function from G to R' because 
all nodes in Pa+(x') and Pa+(y') are un-embedded in both Rand R' except Emb(Rrot(G)). 
Case II: 
All nodes on the path from d to u1 are un-embedded from C. Figure 4.5 explains the 
following transformation of R into a reconciled tree R" where v does not violate the 
normalized duplication property. 
Transforming R into R": 
The reconciled tree R is transformed into another reconciled tree in two steps as displayed 
in Figure 4.5. First R is transformed into a tree T by switching v' and v1. Next T is 
transformed into R" by switching v1 and v. 
R 
' 
"d :~k 
' ' ~ ~v v~i .. ~ 
swrrcH V1 Vr 
T 
' /A~ 
:(·i,-····':)k 
R" 
Figure 4.5 A reconciled tree R is transformed into a reconciled tree R". 
First R is transformed into T by switching v and v1 . Next Tis 
transformed into R" by switching v1 and v. 
R" is a duplication tree: 
The duplication function Dup from R to S is a duplication function from R" to S . It 
suffices to verify Dup on u1 , ui and v since they are the only nodes in R" with different 
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children than in R. Since Dup(v') = Dup(v) = Dup (v1), these three nodes remain the 
same d-node ors-node status in R" as in R. Hence R" is a duplication tree of S. 
R" is an embedding tree: 
The embedding function &nb from G to R is an embedding function from G to R". It 
suffices to verify &nb on Pa* ( v) and Pa* ( v1) because of the transformation. Since v and all 
nodes in Pa*(u1) U Pa*(ui) are un-embedded except &nb(Root(G)), &nb is an embedding 
function from G to R". 
In the two cases above, IRI = IR'I and IRI = IR"I, and the duplication and loss costs 
remain the same. The transformed explanation trees are reconciled trees. Most importantly, v 
no longer violates the normalized duplication property in both R' and R" as in R . Note t hat 
due to the transformations, all d-nodes in Rd1 (if there is any) are in R~1 or R~1 as well. 
By applying t he procedure of transformation repeatedly, all d-nodes in Rd; can be moved, 
where i > 1, into Rd1 in a finite number of steps, since there are only finite d-nodes in the whole 
reconciled tree, which gives a reconciled tree satisfying the normalized duplication property. D 
Theorem 4.4 (reconciled tree in normal form). There exists a reconciled tree in normal 
form. 
Proof. (by construction) 
By Lemma 4.3, it suffices to transform a reconciled tree with the normalized duplication 
property into a reconciled tree in normal form. 
As illustrated in F igure 4.6, let d be a cl-node in R with copies d1 , . .. , dk, where there are 
no d-nodes in Rd; for i > 1. Assume that there exists two embedded nodes ui and v1 in Rd; 
and Rdi respectively such t hat Dup(u.i) <s Dup(vj) where 1 :Si< j :S k. The pair {ui,vj } 
violates the normalized embedding property. Let u' = Dup ( ui) and v' = Dup ( Vj ). 
The reconciled tree R is transformed into R' where the pair { ui, v1} does not violate the 
normalized embedding property and t he normalized duplication property is preserved. 
For the transformation, a node u1 is found in Rdj such that Dup ( u1) = u' and u1 < v1. The 
node Uj exists because R is a duplication tree of S, 
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R' 
Figure 4.6 The explanation tree R' is transformed from R by switching ui 
and Uj. 
Transforming R into R': 
The reconciled tree R is transformed into R' by switching Ui and Uj as depicted m 
Figure 4.6. 
R' is a duplication tree: 
The duplication function Dup from R to S is a duplication function from R' to S since 
Dup(ui) = Dup(uj)· Both parent nodes of Ui and Uj remain the same cl-node ors-node 
status in R'. 
R' is an embedding tree: 
The embedding function &nb from G to R is an embedding function from G to R'. In 
R, ui and Vj are the only embedded nodes on the path from d to ui and Vj respectively, 
which remains the same in R'. 
Because IRI = IR'I and the duplication and loss costs are the same, R' is a reconciled tree 
from G to S. There is no d-nodes in Ru; since Ui is embedded, hence R' is still a reconciled 
tree with the normalized duplication property. In R', the pair { ui , Vj} does not violate the 
normalized embedding property in R'. 
To argue that R' satisfies the normalized duplication property if R does , it suffices to show 
that there is no d-nodes in Ru;. Since Ui is an embedded node, any d-node in Ru; implies R is 
not a reconciled tree. 
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In addition, the number of pairs violating the normalized embedding property in R' should 
be less than that number in R . To guarantee that, the copies di and dj has to be picked 
with one condition such that for any embedded node w1 E V(RdJ, it holds that Dup(ui) :'S 
Dup (w1) ::; Dup(vj )· Otherwise, either {ui,wi} or {w1 ,vj} becomes the pair to perform the 
transformation. As long as there exists a pair of violating embedded nodes, a proper pair for 
transformation to reduce violations can always be found. 
Because there can only be finite pairs of nodes that violate normalized embedding, a rec-
onciled tree is eventually obtained that satisfies the normalized embedding property from the 
original one within a finite number of transformations. Since the normalized duplication prop-
erty is not affected during the transformations, a reconciled t ree in normal form is obtained . D 
In conclusion, all copies d1 , . .. , dk of a cl-node dare essentially rearranged such that all 
Rd; are cl-nodes free except Rd1 , and Rdj has embedded node with less depth than Rd; if i < j 
in a reconciled tree. 
Optimal Substructure 
First a new notation is introduced to specify subsets of C by R and S based on the idea of 
reconciled trees in normal form. 
Definition 4.5 (substructure of C ). Let v be a node in V (R) and u be a node in V (S). 
Similar to t he idea of rooted subtree, Cv = {x E C I Ernb (x) E V(Rv)} and Cu = {x E C I 
LCA(x) E V (Su)} . 
Lemma 4.6 (Reconciled tree optimal substructure) . For any node v E V(R) , Rv is a 
reconciled tree from G1c,, to SDup(v)" In other words, Rv E Ra: (Cv, Soup(v)) · 
Proof. (direct proof) 
Let G' = G1c11 and S' = Soup(v) · Note that the mapping funct ions from V(G) to V (S) 
and the one from V(G') to V (S') are not necessarily the same, particularly for the root nodes. 
However , if both instances are represented as the core problem, t hen t he mapping function can 
be reused directly. 
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By the definition of duplication functions, it is known Ru is a duplication tree of S' under 
Dup since R is a duplication tree of S . 
It is known that R is an embedding tree of R under &nb. If C #- Cv, let &nb(Root(G') = 
LCA(&nb(Cv)· Because &nb(Cv) ~ V(R,;), it follows that Root(G')::; &nb(Foot(GcJ), and &nb 
is an embedding function from G' to Ru. 
Conversely, embedding and duplication functions from G' to Ru and Ru to S' are parts of 
embedding and duplication functions from G to R and R to S respectively. Hence if Rv is not 
a reconciled tree from G' to S' , by replacing Ru with an optimal one, it contradicts that R is 
a reconciled tree from G to S. D 
The above lemma shows a basic structure of a recursive approach. That is, to find the 
reconciled tree rooted at v, the reconciled subtrees rooted at Gt( v) should be found first. Note 
that this property is always true for R regardless of whether R is in the normal form or not . 
Layers and Remains 
To further realize the recursion, the connection between Cv and Cu is then established , 
where u E OtR(v ). Without loss of generality, it is assumed there is a total ordering on C 
defined by an injective (onto) function Id : C ---+ ;;z+. 
Definition 4. 7 (layer and remain). Let X be a subset of C. 
• A node v E X is called a top of X if LCA(v) E mins(LCA(X)) with minimal Id(v). In 
other words, there is no other element u E X such that LCA(u) E mins(LCA(X)) and 
Id(u) < Id(v). The set of all top elements of Xis denoted by TcP(X ) . 
• The i -th remain of X , denoted by REMAIN (X , i), for i E No, is defined as 
{ x , REMAIN(X, i) = 
REMAIN(X, i - 1) - TcP(REMAIN(X, i - 1)) , 
if i = O; 
otherwise. 
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• The i-th layer of X, denoted by IAYER(X,i), for i E z+, is defined as 
1AYER(X,i) = TcP(REM<\N(X,i- 1)) . 
Definition 4.8 (counting layer s ) . Let v be a node in V(S). The following two values of a 
node v can be computed in linear t ime. 
• The local layers, n(v) = i{x E C I lCA(x) v} I, is simply counting the number of 
elements in C that mapped to v. 
• The total layers, m( v), is defined recursively: 
m(v) = {
n(v), 
max {m(u)} + n(v), 
uEOt(v) 
if v is a leaf; 
otherwise. 
The recursive definition of m(v) is equivalent to counting all non-empty layers of Cv . Later 
these two numbers will be needed to find reconciled trees . 
The following lemma shows how layers and remains connect to the optimal substructure of 
R just discussed. 
Lemma 4 .9 (layer substructu re) . Let u E Gts(v) and x E C. If there exist i E z+ and 
j E z+ such that x E IAYER( Cu, i) and x E !AYER( Cv, j), then j = i + n( v). 
Proof. (direct proof) 
Let w = l CA(x) and P the set of notes on the path from v tow (including v and w). To 
show the equality, the first i layers of Cu mapped to P are compared to the first j layers of Cv 
mapped to P. Formally, C~ and C~ are defined as 
C~ = {y E U lAYER(Cu, k) I lCA(y) E P} 
k= l 
j 
C~ = {y E U lAYER(Cv, k) I lCA(y) E P} . 
k=l 
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According to given conditions, x E c~, x E c~ , IC~I = i and IC~I = j. By Definition 4.7, 
C~ <:,-;; C~, since any y EC~, either LCA(y) ::; LCA(x) or Id(y) < Id(x). Conversely, the set 
ci = {y E Cv I LCA(y) = v} 
consists of elements in C~ but not in C~. We know ICil = n(v). 
Hence 
C' = C' u C" v u v 
IC~I = IC~I + 1ci1 
j=i+n(v). 
D 
The above lemma can be extended for remains with a slight modification. 
Corollary 4.10 (remain substructure). Let u E Gts(v) and x EC. For some i E z+, 
Proof. (by contrapositive) It is equivalent to showing x <t- RErvLL\N(Cu , i) iff x <t- RErvLL\N(Cv,i + 
n(v)) for x E Cu. 
Step I: x rt- REMAIN(Cu ,i) =? x rt- RErvLL\N(Cv ,i +n(v)) 
Because x E Cu and x rt- RErvLL\N(Cu,i), there exist j E z+ such that x E 1AYER(Cu,J) 
where j::; i. By Lemma 4.9, x E IAYER(Cv,J + n(v)) where j + n(v)::; i + n(v). Thus x 
can not be in RErvLL\N(Cv, i + n(v)). 
Step II: x <t- RErvLL\N(C11 , i)-¢::: x <t- RErvLL\N(Cv, i + n(v)) 
Similarly, since x E Cu and x <t- RErvLL\N(Cv, i + n(v)), there exist j E z+ such that 
x E 1AYER(Cv,J) where j ::; i + n(v). By Lemma 4.9, x E 1AYER(Cu,J - n(v)) where 
j - n( v) ::; i. Thus x can not be in RErvLL\N( Cu , i). 
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D 
The following lemma further demonstrates how the definitions of remains and layers can 
help one understand the optimal substructure. 
Theorem 4.11 (layer, remain embedding). Let v be a vertex in R. Cv is either a layer 
or a remain of C0up(v). 
Proof. (by induct ion over h = DepthR(v)) 
This is shown by induction from the root node of R and then its descendants. 
h = 0: 
It is known that CRrot(R) = C, which is exactly the same as CFoot(S) and Rrot(S) 
Dup(Rrot(R) ). In other words, CFoot(R) = RBvrAIN( C0up(Rrot(R)), 0). 
h ---t h + l: 
Suppose t he st atement holds for all nodes w E V (R) with Depth.R (w ) :S h. Let u E V (R) 
such that Depth R ( u) = h + 1. Since u can not be the root node of R, there exists a node 
v = Pa (u ) such that Depth.R(v ) = h. Two cases are discussed where v is as-node and v 
is a cl-node separately. For convenience, let v' = Dup (v) and u' = Dup (u). 
Case I: v is as-node 
Because Risa duplication t ree of S, (v' ) = Pas(u' ). By t he induction hypothesis, 
Cv is either a remain for a layer of Cv' and Lemma 4.9, or Corollary 4.10 can be 
applied accordingly. 
If Cv = lAYER( Cv' , i) for some i E z+, then for all x E Cu <;;;; Cv, x E lAYER( Cu' , i -
n(v' )) . Conversely, for all x E 1AYER(Cu1,i - n(v' )), x E 1AYER(Cv1 , i) = Cv, t his 
implies x E Cu because v is a cl-node. Hence Cu is a layer of Cu'. 
Similarly, if Cv = RBvrAIN(Cv' ' i) for some i E No, then Cu= REMAJN (Cu', i - n (v)) . 
Case II: v is a cl-node 
Let { v1, . .. , vk} = OiR(v ) for some integer k > 2. It is known t hat u is one of them . 
Say u = Vj where 1 :S j :S k. Note that Cv can not be a layer of Cv', otherwise 
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Cv can be embedded into Rv1 completely which contradicts R is a reconciled tree. 
Thus Cv = REM\N(Cv' , i) for some i E No. 
As discussed earlier in Theorem 4.4, R is a reconciled tree in normal form. Ac-
cording to the properties of the normal form, 1AYER( Cv, 1) can be embedded in Rvk , 
IAYER(Cv, 2) in Rvk-1' . .. , and IAYER(Cv, k - 1) in Rv2. The remaining elements 
RErvrAlN(Cv, k - 1) has to be embedded in Rv1 as the structure of the normal form. 
In the above description of embedding, the first layer of Cv is in fact the ( i + 1 )-th 
layer of Cv' and so on (till the (k - 1)-th layer of Cv) since Cv = RErvrA1N(Cv1,i). 
Thus Cvi = IAYER(Cv, k - j + 1) = IAYER(Cv' ' i + k - j + 1) for 2 ~ j ~ k and 
Cv1 = RErvrAJN(Cv, k - l) = RErvrAlN(Cv' , i + k - 1) . If u = Vj where 2 ~ j ~ k , then 
Cu = 1AYER(Cu1, i +k-j+l-n(v1)); ifu = v1, then Cu = RErvrA1N(Cu1,i+ k - l - n (v')) 
according to Lemma 4.9 or Corollary 4.10. 
Therefore the induction hypothesis holds. 
In conclusion, Cv is eit her a layer or a remain of CDup(v) for all v E V(R). 
, 1) 
Figure 4. 7 Each complete subtree of a reconciled t ree R has a layer or re-
main embedded . In the case that s is an s-node in R, Cu1 .. . Cur 
form a part ition of C8 . In the case that d is a d-node in R , 
Rd2 . •• R dk are embedded with the firs k - 1 layers of Cd (de-
noted as C above) . 
D 
The lemma and its proof above has outlined the recursive solution as Figure 4.7 demon-
strates . As a result , if v is a d-node in R with copies v1 , . .. ,Vk, layers (not even the last 
non-empty remain) will be mapped to the subtree Rv; where i > 1. Since there are k - 1 layers 
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embedded to other copies, the REivwN(Cv, k - l) can only be embedded to Ru1 , and Ru1 will be 
solved recursively for the same reason. 
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5 SMALLEST RELAXED RECONCILED TREE 
This chapter provides a solution to finding a smallest reconciled tree in normal form to the 
core problem. Structural characterization (LCA equality and the normal form) and optimal 
substructure (Lemma 4.6 , Lemma 4.9 and Corollary 4.10) has been discussed as in a dynamic 
programming analysis . Next a recursive solution can be designed. 
Recall that a set C, a tree S and a function M : C-+ V(S) have been given. 
R ecursive Solution 
To find a smallest reconciled tree, a formula is established first to compute its cardinality 
by assuming it is found . Based on this formula, an optimal solution can be determined by 
exploring all possibilities of the parameters involved. 
Let c( C, S) be the size of a reconciled tree R in Ra::~ ( C, S) under an embedding function 
Emb and a duplication Dup , r = Root (R), ands= Root(S). Recall that Dup (r) = s. One can 
start with the base cases where c( C, S) can be determined immediately without relying on 
subproblems. 
If n( s) = m( s), there is no elements in C mapped to 01.. + ( s) at all . This is the base case 
to determine whether r is ad-node or an s-node. 
Case I: n(s) = m(s)::::; 1. In this case, r is ans-node and c(C, S) = ISi. 
Case II: n(s) = m(s) = k > 1. In this case, r has to be a d-node with k copies. Hence 
c(C,S)=l+k·ISI. 
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The base case can be rewritten as 
{ ISi , c(C, S) = 
1 + k · ISi, 
if n~s) = m(s) :S 1; 
(5.1) 
if n(s) = m(s) = k > l. 
For the case where n(s) < m(s), subproblems are relied upon to provide the answer accord-
ing to Lemma 4.6, Corollary 4.10 and Theorem 4.11. The following recursions are illustrated 
in Figure 4.7. Similar to the base case, r can be an s-node or a cl-node, and are discussed 
separately. 
Case I: If r is an s-node, then it implies n( s) = 0 < m( s), and {Cu I u E ChR(r)} forms a 
partition of C . More importantly, Cu = C0up(u) and Dup(u) E Chs(s) for u E ChR(r). 
Thus 
c(C, S) = 1 + L c(Cu, Su)· 
uEilis(s) 
Case II: If r is ad-node with k copies r1, .. . , rk , then Rr2, ... , Rrk are isomorphic to S 
(normalized duplication) and Cr2 , ••• , Crk are the first k - 1 layers of C (normalized 
embedding). Furthermore, r1 is an s-node in a smallest reconciled tree (Lemma 4.2), 
hence Rri becomes an instance of Case I as shown in Figure 5.1. The recursion can be 
expressed as 
c(C, S) = 1 + (k - 1) · ISi + IRr1 I (normalized duplication) 
= 1 + (k - 1) · ISi + c(Cr1 , S) (since r is a cl-node) 
= 1 + (k - 1) · ISi + c(RErvWN(C, k - 1), S) (normalized embedding) 
= 2 + (k - 1) · ISi + L c(Ravw'l"(Cu, k - 1 - n(s)) , Su) (Corollary 4.10) 
uEili(s) 
Note that r is not necessarily ans-node if n(s) = 0 and the value of k is not actually known. 
The intuitive approach is to consider all possible values of k (recall that k = 1 represents the 
case of r being ans-node) . Hence the recursive case (chooseing among all reasonable values of 
, 
, _ 
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Figure 5.1 In a reconciled tree, the first copy r 1 of a d-node r can be an 
s-node according to Lemma 4.2. 
k) can be written as 
c(C, S) = m~n { U2(k) + (k - 1) · ISi + 1 + L c(RBvwN(Cu, k - 1 - n(s)) , Su)}, (5 .2) 
uECh(s) 
where U2 is a modified (shifted) unit step function defined as 
{
1, 
U2(x) = 
0, 
if x 2: 2 
otherwise. 
A naive lower bound of k is 1 since R is a duplication tree of S. But k can not be smaller 
than n( s) if n( s) > 1 and r is a d-node. In the recursive case ( n( s) < m( s)), k even has 
to be greater than n(s). Thus the lower bound of k is max{l , n(s) + 1} if n(s) < m(s), but 
k = max{l, n(s)} if n(s) = m(s). 
Recall that R is in normal form, which means if r is ad-node with copies r1, . . . , rk, then 
Cr2 , ••• , Crk are layers of C. If Cri is a layer of C, it has to be the last non-empty layer of C, 
and k reaches its upper bound. Hence the upper bound of k is m( s) since that is the number 
of non-empty layers in C . 
In a simple case , the range of k in (5.2) is n(s) + 1 :S k :S m(s) (assuming n(s) 2: 0) . 
However , in a more general case, as used in a dynamic programming approach without actually 
initiating a subproblem independently, the range of k has to be choosed with care. 
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Dynamic Programming 
The value k of each node in S should suffice to determine a smallest reconciled tree. It 
can be expressed as a function k : V(S) ---+ z+. To design a dynamic programming algorithm 
solving the recursion, the connection to subproblems is established according to Corollary 4.10. 
In other words, the input C and Sin (5.2) are always expressed as a remain RawN(Cv, i) and 
Sv for some node v E V(S) and i E No. By replacing c(RawN( Cv, i), Sv) with 6. ( v, i), the 
recursion can be rewritten as 
!U2(ko) + ko · ISvl, 6.(v, i) = 
min {U2(k)+(k-l)·ISvl+l+ L 6.(u , i+k-1-n(v))}, 
ki <k<k2 
- - uEChs(v) 
if n(v) = m(v); 
otherwise, 
(5.3) 
where constants ko, k1 and k2 are 
ko = max{l, n(v) - i} (base case; n(v) = m(v)) 
k1 = max{l , n(v) - i + 1} (recursive case lower bound) (5.4) 
k2 = max{l, m(v) - i} (recursive case upper bound) 
Recall that the i-th remain of Cv is the subset of Cv with first i layers removed where i ~ 0. 
Hence if i > m(v) ~ n(v), it is handled as ans-node recursively by the definitions of ko, k1 
The process of the algorithm can be represented by a ISi x (m(Root(S)) + 1) table since 
v E V(S) and 0 ::::; i::::; m(Root(S)). One first needs to know ISvl for each v E V(S) . A post-order 
DFS traversal is a typical choice since ISvl = L IS1,I if v E In(S) . All leaf nodes can be 
uECh(v) 
init ialized immediately since they are all base cases. Each cell stores two values: 6.(v, i) and 
k( v, i) as the solution to the subproblems. The table is filled up in a bottom-up fashion . Once 
the procedure is finished , 6.(Root(S), 0) represents IRI. 
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Constructing a Smallest Reconciled Tree 
It suffices to build a smallest reconciled tree R if k(v) is found for each v E V(S) . Starting 
at Rrot(S) , k(Rrot(S) = k(Rrot(S), 0) given by the solution. For v E In(S) , if k(v) = k(v, i), 
then k( u) = k(u, i+k( v)-1-n( v)) for all u E Ot( v). Essentially k(v) determines a duplication 
function. 
To determine an embedding function, observe that if k(v) = k(v,i) > 1, then d E V(R) 
such that Dup(d) =vis ad-node with k(v) copies, d1, ... , dk(v)· The first k(v) - 1 layers of 
REivIAlN ( Cv, i) are mapped to the subtree Rd2 , ••• , Rdk( v > . In case of n ( v) < m ( v), children of v 
are advanced recursively as if k(v) = 1. Otherwise, it is the (k(v) + i)-th layer of Cv mapped 
to the subtree Rd1 • 
Note that at the moment, this smallest reconciled trees are the ones in the core problems. 
To obtain a reconciled tree in the soft GDP, one relies on Theorem 3.7 and Corollary 3.8 to 
assemble local reconciled trees into a global one. 
Running Time 
The initialization of pre-processing ISvl takes linear steps. The table in the dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm takes O(n3 ) steps to fill up, where n is the size of input trees. Backtracking 
the table for k ( v) takes 0 ( n) steps only. 
Constructing a reconciled tree takes 0( n 2 ) steps after k( v) is known. A duplication function 
and an embedding function can be determined during the process. 
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6 SIMPLEST RELAXED RECONCILED TREE 
This chapter provides a solution to finding a simplest reconciled tree in normal form to 
the core problem. A similar dynamic programming approach for finding a smallest reconciled 
tree is followed for finding a simplest reconciled tree. In order to minimize the duplication and 
loss cost, it is necessary to know how to calculate losses, since Cct(R) = L (k (v) - 1) for a 
vE V(R) 
reconciled tree R is clear. 
Calculate Losses 
Since losses can only be determined if embedding is known, to pre-computed losses, basically 
all possible embedding scenarios are considered by enumerating all layers in a complet e subtree 
of a reconciled tree. As described in t he recursion introduced in the previous chapter , only in 
the case of cl-nodes, layers are embedded to complet e subtrees in a reconciled t ree. Otherwise, 
the recursion handles the subproblems. 
Recall that in the events of cl-nodes, all copies except one correspond to a complete subtree 
in S . The number of losses in such subtrees can be expressed by LaB(v, i), where v E V (S) 
and i E N0 . Formally, LaB(v, i) is the number of losses in a subtree of R, where this particular 
subtree and Sv are isomorphic, with i-th layer of Cv embedded. It can be formulat ed as 
0, 
LaB(v,i) = 1, 
if 1 :Si :S n(v); 
if i > m(s) or i :S O; 
LuE Ch.(v) LaB( u, i - n( s)), otherwise. 
T he result of the above recursion can be pre-computed and stored in a lookup t able of size 
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Once the number of copies of each node is determined, calculating the total losses can be 
done in O(n) steps in the resulting reconciled tree. 
Let c(C, S) = Cct+l(R) where R E Ra:2 (C, S) under an embedding function &nb and a 
duplication Dup, r = Root(R), and s = Rrot(S). The value c(C, S) can be calculated by a 
similar recursive approach used in Chapter 5 according to Lemma 4.6. 
Case I: bases case, n(s) = m(s) and k = max{l,n(s)}. Hence r is ans-node if k = 1 and a 
d-node if k > 1. 
k 
c(C, S) = (k - 1) + L LaB(s, i), (6.1) 
i=l 
where Cct(R) = k - 1. 
Case II: recursive case, n( s) < m( s) and k( s) = k ;::: 1. Again, r is an s-node if k = 1 and a 
d-node if k > 1. 
k-1 
c(C, S) = m1n { (k - 1) + L LaB(s, i) + L c(RawN(Cu, k - 1 - n(s)), Su)}, (6.2) 
i=l uEOi(s) 
where max{l, n(s) + 1}::; k::; m(s). The reasoning of the above recursion is exactly the 
same as (5.2). 
Determine a Simplest Reconciled Tree 
Following the similar argument that concludes (5.3) , a recursive function r(v, i) can be 
designed to replace c(RawN(Cv, i), Sv) such that k(v, i) can be determined by using a dynamic 
programming approach. 
i+ko 
( ko - 1) + I: LcB3 ( v, j), if n(v) = m(v); 
r(v,i) = j=i+l i+k-1 
min { ( k - 1) + L LcB3 ( v, j) + L r( u, k - 1 - n' ( v)) } , 
ki <k< k2 
- - j=i+l uEOi(v) 
otherwise, 
(6.3) 
where n'(v) = n(v) - i and constants ko , k1 and k2 are the same as in (5.4). 
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Similar to the case of smallest reconciled trees, once k(v, i) is determined, a simplest rec-
onciled tree can be constructed in the exact same way by backtracking at k(s) = k(s, 0). The 
above recursions can also be adapted to compute the duplication and loss cost of a smallest 
reconciled tree as a fitness measure between G and S suggested by Page [20]. 
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7 DISCUSSION ON OPEN PROBLEMS 
This chapter discusses possible future work relating to the gene duplication model. Es-
pecially important is work that may benefit from the application of the soft multifurcation 
hypothesis. 
Enumerating All Reconciled Trees 
As shown in previous examples, reconciled trees are not necessarily unique when mult ifur-
cation is involved. The number of different reconciled trees from a given gene t ree to a given 
species tree could indicate the accuracy of a resulting reconciled tree. 
Multiple Gene Duplication 
This problem can be considered as a variation of OST [9, 17], where a single duplication 
event affects all (multiple) gene trees, rather than just a single gene tree. In other words, one 
single reconciled tree is sought for every input gene tree instead of independent reconciled trees 
from each gene tree. 
Gene Duplication Supertree 
Since the gene duplication model provides a measure to compare a species t ree and a gene 
tree, by giving a set of gene trees, it should be possible to find a species tree that best fi ts all 
of the gene trees. In t hat sense, the best fit species tree is an assembly of t he input gene trees. 
Note that the postulated result should only be considered as a species phylogeny while t he 
reconciled tree(s) provide an explanation of possible gene phylogenies. 
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Deep Coalescence and Horizontal Gene Transfer 
The concept of relaxed embedding is independent of the gene duplication model. It should 
be reasonable to adapt other tree mapping models for the soft multifurcation assumption which , 
as illustrated earlier , provides a better explanation for mult ifurcated input trees. 
Performance Evaluation 
One of the motivations behind the gene duplicat ion model is to ident ify potential dupli-
cation events which support the model. Similarly, t here are assumptions in this extended 
model that need to be evaluated as well. The dynamic programming solut ions are reasonable 
to implement and real datasets can be used as experiments. A comparison between the two 
reconciled tree optimizations may yield interesting results since it is only known the two can 
be different . 
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APPENDIX A ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS AND PROOFS 
Common Definitions 
The following definitions are common in literatures. To fit this work better and avoid 
ambiguity, t here are subtle adaptations hence they are included. 
D efinition A.1 (graphs). A directed graph G is an ordered pair (V, E), where V is a finite, 
non-empty set named vertex set or node set, denoted by V(G), and E <;;; V x V is named edge 
set, denoted by E(G). Elements of V are called vertices or nodes; elements of E are called 
edges. An edge e EE is called a self-loop if e = (v, v), where v EV, and G is simple if it has 
no self-loops. 
An undirected graph G = (V, E) is defined as a simple directed graph such that if u , 
v EV and u "Iv then (u,v) EE{::} (v,u) EE. For simplicity, consider (u,v) = (v,u) for 
undirected graphs . By converting a directed graph G' = (V', E') into an undirected graph 
G = (V = V', { (u, v) : ((u, v) EE' V (v, u) EE')/\ u "Iv}), G is the underlying graph of G'. 
Let G = (V, E) and G' = (V', E') be two graphs. If V' <;;; V and E' <;;; E, G' is a subgraph 
of G . If V ' <;;; V and E' = { (u, v) E E : u, v E V' }, G' is the subgraph of G induced by V' , 
denoted by G V' . 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph and ( u , v) E E. Then v is called adjacent to u. The set of 
vertices adjacent to u is denoted by Adic(u). If G is an undirected graph, then Degc(u) = 
I { w E V : ( u , w) E E} J is defined as the degree of u. If G is a directed graph, Deg(;( u) = 
I { w E V : ( w , u) E E } I is defined as the in-degree of u and Deg{j ( u) = I { w E V : ( u, w) E E } I 
as the out-degree of u . 
A path pin a graph G = (V, E) from u, v EV is a sequence p = (vo, v1, v2, . .. , vk-l, vk) of 
vertices in V such that u = vo, v = VkJ and (v.;_1 , vi) EE for i = 1, 2, . .. , k. The length of p 
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is the number of edges contained in the path, denoted by IPI; in this case, IP\ = k. A path is 
simple if there is no repeated vertices in the sequence of vertices. Note that the shortest path 
length can be 0, and such path contains only 1 vertex. 
A cycle c of length kin a graph G is a path (vo, v1, v2, ... , Vk-i, vk) in G such that vo = Vk· 
The cycle c is simple if there is no other repeated vertices except vo = vk· Similar to the length 
of a path, the length of a cycle c is denoted by lei. Note that a self-loop is a cycle of shortest 
length, which is 1, and it can only exist in directed graphs. 
A graph G is cyclic if there is a cycle in G, otherwise, G is acyclic. 
An undirected graph G is connected if there is always a path between any pair of its vertices. 
A directed graph is (weakly) connected if its underlying graph is connected. 
Two graphs G and G' are isomorphic if there is a bijective (one-to-one correspondence) func-
tion f: V(G)---) V(G'), called a graph isomorphism, such that (u,v) E E(G) ¢:? (f(u),f(v)) E 
E(G'). 
Definition A.2 (trees). A (rooted phylogenetic) tree T is a directed acyclic graph with the 
following properties: 
• There is exactly one special node named root, denoted by Rrot(T), such that 
Degy(Rrot(T)) = 0, and Degy(u) = 1 for all u E V(T) - {Rrot(T)}. 
• There is a subset of V(T) named leaf set, denoted by le(T), such that Degj(v) = 0 for 
all v E le(T), and Deg j(u) 2: 2 for all u E V(T) - le(T) . 
An element in le(T) is called a leaf node; an element in V(T) - le(T) is called an internal 
node. The set of all internal nodes in T is denoted by In(T). 
Since the in-degree of a node v in a tree Tis always at most 1, for simplicity, the out-degree 
of v is used as the degree of v in a tree, i.e. DegT ( v) = Degj ( v) . 
Although phylogenetic trees can also be unrooted, i.e. there is no such special rooted node, 
only rooted phylogenetic trees are focused here. Thus a tree means a rooted phylogenetic tree 
unless stated otherwise. 
The size of a tree T, denoted by ITI, is the cardinality of its vertex set, I V(T) I· 
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A tree T is binary or bifurcated if every internal node of T has a degree of 2, otherwise T 
is polytomy or multifurcated. A star-tree is a tree with only its root node as internal node. 
Let u and v be nodes in a tree T. If v E Adjr( u), the node u is called the parent of v, 
denoted by Par(v), and v a child of u. The set of all children of u is denoted by Otr(u). If 
there is a path from u to v in T, denoted by u 5:.r v, u is called an ancestor of v and v a 
descendant of u; otherwise, u f:_r v denotes that there is no path from u to v in T. If u 5:.r v 
and u -1- v, denoted by u <r v, u is called a proper ancestor of v and v a proper descendant of 
u. For convenience, Pa:f(v) denotes the set of all ancestors of v; OtT(v) denotes the set of all 
descendants of v. 
The depth of a node u in a tree T, denoted by ~(u), is the length of the path from 
the root of T to u. 
Let X be a subset of V(T) in a tree T. With the relation 5:.r, (X, 5:.r) defines a partially 
ordered set. An element v E X is called a minimal element of X if there is no element u E X 
such that u 5:.r v, and v is a maximal element of X if there is no element u E X such that 
v '.5:.r u. The set of all minimal elements of X is denoted by minr(X), and the set of all 
maximal elements of Xis denoted by maxr(X). Formally, 
maxr(X) = {x EX I ~y EX/\ x 5:.r y}; 
minr(X) = {x EX I ~y EX/\ y 5:.r x}. 
Definition A.3 (complete subtrees). The (complete) subtree of T rooted at u, where u E 
V(T), is the subgraph of T induced by Ot*(u) and denoted by Tu . 
Additional Proofs 
The collection of proofs to lemmata described in earlier chapters. 
Lemma A.4 (2.16). 
Proof. (by contradiction) 
Let T be an embedding tree of G under an embedding function Emb and g E In( G). 
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Assume that for any two distinct children c1, c2 of g, &nb(g) < lCA( {&nb(c1), &nb(c2)} ). 
Then there exists exactly one child node x of &nb(g) such that &nb(g) < x :'.S lCA( {&nb(c1), &nb(c2)} ), 
otherwise there is bound to exist two children c3, c4 of g such that &nb(g) = lCA( {&nb(c3), &nb(c4)} ). 
It follows that &nb(Ch(g)) is a subset of V(Tx) and &nb(g) tJ. V(Tx)· 
Specifically, &nb(g) is not a node in any restriction of Tx. This implies that &nb can not 
be an embedding function from G to T. D 
Lemma A.5 (2.17). 
Proof. (by construction) 
Let G and S be trees with a leaf association A. Without loss of generality, let n = I le( G) I, 
and we label each node in le(G) as li, Z2, ... , Zn. Construct a tree Tusing the following steps, 
and assume that all the node sets in the following trees are disjoint, except in T . 
1. Construct a tree To isomorphic to G where f o is an isomorphism. 
2. Construct n trees T1, ... , Tn isomorphic to S such that fi : is an isomorphism for 
1 :'.Si :'.S n. 
3. Let Root (T) = Root(To), and replace each node v E le(T) by Root(Ti) for 1 :'.S i :'.S n. 
4. The embedding function: 
{
fo (v), 
Emb(v) = 
fioA(v), 
5. The duplication function: 
if v E In(G); 
if v E {li, Z2 , . .. , Zn}· 
{ 
Root(S), 
Dup(v) = 
Ji( v)' 
if v E V(To) ; 
if v E V(Ti) . 
With &nb and Dup, Tis an explanation tree from G to S, as illustrated by Figure A.l. 
D 
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2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
Figure A.1 The explanation tree E based on G and S that can be con-
structed universally. 
Lemma A.6 (2.18). 
Proof. (direct proof) 
From E:mb, it holds that u::; v ==> Emb(u) ::; E:mb(v) , since E:mb is an isomorphism. It does 
not matter whether E:mb is a strict embedding or a relaxed embedding function. 
For any edge (w, z) on the path form E:mb(u) to E:mb(v) , either (Dup(w) , Dup(z)) is an edge 
in Sor Dup(w) = Dup(z) . In either case, Dup(w) ::; Dup(z) holds. Combining all edges from 
Emb(u) to E:mb(v) , it holds that Dupo E:mb(u)::; Dupo Emb(v). 
Hence u ::; v => u" ::; v". D 
Corollary A. 7 (2.19). 
Proof. (by induction from leaf nodes to their ancestors) 
Let u be a node in V(G). The base case is that u is a leaf node, and the inductive case is 
that u is an internal node. For convenience, if v E V ( G), then u" = Dup o Emb ( v). 
Base step: u is a leaf 
By the definitions of LCA mapping , duplication and embedding functions , LO\(u) = u". 
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Inductive step: u is an internal node 
Assume that any child v E Gtc(u), v" :S LCA(v). It can be argued that u" :S LCA(u). 
Because of u < v and Lemma 2.18, u" :S v" :S LCA(v). In other words, u" is a common 
ancestor of LCA(Ch(u)) . Hence u" :S LCA(u) otherwise it contradicts Definition 2.3. 
D 
ITI 
V(T) 
E(T) 
Frot(T) 
l.e(T) 
In(T) 
'U ~TV 
u <r v 
maxy(X) 
miny(X) 
Tv 
Dqithy(v) 
Par(v) 
Ch.r(v) 
Pay(v) 
Paf (v) 
Ch.T(v) 
Ch.f (v) 
lCAA 
Tix 
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APPENDIX B NOTATIONS 
The set of natural numbers, i.e. {O, 1, 2, ... }. 
The set of positive integers, i.e. { 1, 2, 3, ... } . 
The cardinality of a tree T. 
The vertex (node) set of a tree T. 
The edge set of a tree T. 
The root node of a tree T. 
The leaf set of a tree T. 
The set of internal nodes of a tree T . 
There is a path from u to v in tree T, where u, v E V(T). 
There exists a path from u to v in tree T where u, v E V(T) and u -1- v. 
The set of all maximal elements of X <;;;; V(T). 
The set of all minimal elements of X <;;;; V(T). 
The complete subtree T rooted at a node v E V(T) . 
The depth of a node v in a tree T. 
The parent of a node v in a tree T. 
The set of children of a node v in a tree T. 
The set of all ancestors of a node v in a tree T. 
The set of all proper ancestors of a node v in a tree T. 
The set of all descendants of a node v in a tree T. 
The set of all proper descendants of a node v in a tree T. 
A LCA mapping function with leaf association A . 
The restriction of T to X. 
T'::::; T 
Cd(R) 
C1(R) 
Cd+l(R) 
Exp A(G, S) 
ExpA(G, S) 
Ra:A(G, S) 
Ra:LCA( c, S) 
T(g) 
GDP 
TcP(X) 
1AYER(X, i) 
RErvrAlN ( x' i) 
n(v) 
m(v) 
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A tree T is a refinement of a tree T'. 
The duplication cost of R. 
The total losses of R. 
The duplication and losses cost of R. 
All explanation trees from G to S with leaf association A. 
All special explanation trees from G to S with leaf association A. 
All reconciled trees from G to S with leaf association A. 
All reconciled trees in the core problem. 
The cut-out tree of T by g E V(T'), where Tis an embedding tree of T'. 
The Gene Duplication Problem. 
The subset of C mapped into the subtree rooted at v (depending on which 
tree v belongs to). 
The set of all top elements of X. 
The i-th layer of X. 
The i-th remain of X. 
The number of non-empty layers of Cv across the node v. 
The number of non-empty layers of Cv . 
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